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General presentation of the procedure and the doctoral student

The necessary materials for the procedure are provided according to the laws

and regulations - dissertation, abstract, list of publications and the publications

themselves, CV. The materials are correctly and precisely prepared and presented.

The conditions of LDASRB (law for development of the academic staff of the

Republic of Bulgaria) are met - there are articles covering the minimum requirements

(30 points, group of indicators D, item 7).

Aleksandar Baychev is a PhD student in full-time education (since 2}lg)at the

Department of Musical Aesthetics, Music Education and Performing, Faculty of

Pedagogy, ,,Konstantin Preslavsky" University of Shumen. His professional growth

and career are related to music art and music pedagogy. He is a singer-songwriter

(graduated in pop and jazz singing at NMA "P. Vladigerov") with numerous

performances - at home and abroad, with an enviable number of awards - from

national competitions and those abroad, with released albums, singles, videos, with

its own YouTube video channel. He also has pedagogical experience in teaching pop

and jazz singing, and is currently a lecturer at the New Bulgarian University. His

professional interests are also related to a very good level of competencies for playing



keyboard instruments, for working with music and sound equipment, for the use of

computer technology in music. This is obviously a prerequisite for choosing a topic

for his dissertation.

Characteristics and evaluation of the dissertation

The dissertation proposed for review is related to a hot topic for music

education (and not only in this subject...).The problematization of all aspects of the

use of digital technologies in education in general, in music education - in particular,

the search for various ways to develop and form digital competence in students as

key, but also as specific to music, brings a definite modernity. Another important

view in the relevance of the topic are the possibilities of interdisciplinarity - the

connection of specific knowledge, skills and competencies with different scientific

fields, in this case - with different subjects at school. This is found in the dissertation

in the choice of algorithmic music and its creation through digital technologies -

clearly revealed relationships with mathematics, physics, science ... A third important

aspect is the categorical creative process, which is the basis of the chosen model for

working with students - not just traditional methods, albeit modern, but the creation

of music. These aspects (in different dimensions and on a spiral principle) are

enshrined in the state educational standard and in the relevant curricula, they are

interpreted in the textbooks. The music teacher is required to provide opportunities

for students to know and be able to create, store, distribute music. Due to the huge

amount of software products and applications, he has to choose, decide what and how

to implement, regardless of the general and some small specific guidelines.

Therefore, I consider the choice of a type of creative activity for the creation of

algorithmic music by students to be a very modern approach in the work of a music

teacher. Scientifically based and creative interpretation of a work model (technology

for creating algorithmic music) brings relevance and opportunities to achieve positive

results for the development and formation of knowledge, skills and competencies

(KSC), of interest in discovering the richness of musical art.



The dissertation impresses with clear and precise expression and language,.

competence to analyze information, to formulate these and their protection, to create

and test a methodological model for work, to analyze data.

The dissertation contains an introduction, four chapters, conclusion, literature,

appendices, and is spread over 168 pages (135 - main text exposition, 24

appendices). The bibliography inciudes 156 sources, 99 of which are in a foreign

language.

The theoretical substantiation of the topic is presented in two sections - first and

second chapter. The first layer is a theoretical analysis of the essence of algorithmic

music, and the second - the theoretical foundations of music-pedagogical technology

for creating an algorithmic composition, organization and methodology of research.

In the first chapter a theoretical analysis of the modern literature is made,

referring to the algorithmic composition. The following are revealed: the main

characteristics, the essence and the development of algorithmic music; code-graphic

transformation as a leading concept in algorithmic composition, in which a direct

connection is established between the data of the mathematical model and the

musical parameters; the general principles of algorithmization of computer-generated

musical compositions, as well as the principles of melody modeling; approaches to

work procedures; basic ways to create algorithmic music.

The second chapter reveals the conceptual formulation of the dissertation -

theoretical modeling of technology for creating an algorithmic composition using

WolframTones. The object, subject, goal, tasks, hypothesis of the research are clearly

and precisely formulated. The connection of the research with the state documents for

work in this direction (DOS, curricula) is substantiated. The model of pedagogical

technology is presented (diagram2.1, p. 56 - srimmary version). Its main parameters

are argued: teaching methods, teaching aids, mastering KSC. The technological

model for work is based on 6 steps: selection of musical style of the composition

(from the ones set in the software product), selection of algorithm for creating the

composition (the program to generate the composition is selected through the

generator controllers), selection of musical instruments, determining the scale of the



composition, determining the duration of the composition, recording and storing the

composition. The organization of the research is determined in a traditional scheme -

ascertaining stage, forming stage, control stage of the experiment. 87 7th grade

students from two schools in Dobrich are participating. The methodology for

evaluating their achievements in creating an algorithmic composition includes 3

specific criteria, with 2 indicators coffesponding to each criterion, with argued 5

levels of achieved KSC. The analysis of the system thus created through the

necessary tools for this (statistical methods, formulas) shows excellent results for

reliability. This allows the results of the evaluations of all indicators and criteria to be

interpreted correctly and the test system guarantees high repeatability, i.e. high

stability of the obtained result.

The third chapter contains the essential characteristics of the music-

pedagogical technology for creating an algorithmic composition: characteristics of

KSC for creating an algorithmic composition; stages of work; feature of

WolframTones software tools; basic steps of pedagogical technology (with specific

working photo projections from the software). The rich illustration of each moment

of the work in the six steps (many figures) is a practically oriented component that

can be used for future work by those who wish to do so.

In the fourth chapter the doctoral student A. Baychev presents the results of

the research in the following moments: goals and tasks of the experimental training

and verification of KSC, results of entry level, results of entry level, comparative

analysis of the results of experimental training. All stages are analyzed in great detail

and thoroughly based on the already argued criteria and indicators for creating an

algorithmic composition, comparing achievements, arguing reasons for good or bad

results, giving specific examples of guiding woik and more. The presented results by

criteria and indicators, the data from the analysis of the compositions, as well as the

statistical processing of the results show that the conducted experimental verification

confirms the hypothesis of the dissertation research. The results of the conducted

experimental training confirm the effectiveness of the applied music-pedagogical

technology as a means of teaching students.



I accept the contribution moments brought out by the doctoral student - with

theoretical and applied-practical significance. The contributions of the presented

dissertation work are obvious and bright, they have both scientific value and practical

signiflcance: there is a complete work; a theoretical model for creating an algorithmic

composition is derived; a technological approach for work in this direction has been

created and tested.

In my process of researching the work, of following the literature on the

subject, there are no moments of plagiarism.

The abstract reflects the structural and essential components of the

dissertation. Includes its original content - targeted research accents, theoretical

prerequisites, results of testing the technological model, conclusions.

There are 3 publications corresponding to the topic of the dissertation, which

present its main points.

Conclusion

The doctoral student Aleksandar Baychev presents a convincing research

approach, defends these and opinions, he is able to conduct an experiment and

describe it, shows knowledge, skills and competencies for analysis and

argumentation. The research has a definite theoretical and practical relevance and

contributions.

This gives me reason to propose to the esteemed members of the scientific jury

to vote for the award of educational and scientific degree "PhD" to Aleksandar

Baychev.
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